
Introducing
PBR XLR 32 DSub

Your studio needs more than accessible 

patching — audio quality throughout every 

signal chain is essential. Black Lion Audio 

has been trusted for years for modifying 

the best gear and making it better, and 

that’s what it took to create the new PBR 

patchbay series.

Every PBR product uses audiophile-grade 

connectors. Every contact point is gold-

plated. Black Lion’s team of engineers 

have worked tirelessly to ensure that 

the PBR series delivers proper quality 

through-and-through.

The PBR patchbay series is also built Black 

Lion-tough, with black-anodized aluminum 

faceplates that also make for a matched 

and sophisticated look.

Learn more at www.blacklionaudio.com.

PBR XLR: 16-Point Gold-Plated XLR Patchbay

PBR TRS: 48-Point Gold-Plated TRS Patchbay

PBR TRS-BT: 46-Point Gold-Plated TRS Patchbay plus Bluetooth

PBR XLR 32 DSub: 32-Point Gold-Plated XLR Patchbay

PBR TT: 96-Point Gold-Plated TT Patchbay

Studio grade 
connectivity.



Studio grade 
connectivity.

Your studio needs more than accessible patching — audio 

quality throughout every step of the signal chain is essential. 

Black Lion Audio has been trusted for years for modifying the 

best gear and making it better, and we poured that experience 

into the design of the PBR XLR 32 DSub. 

Black Lion’s team of engineers have worked tirelessly to ensure 

that the PBR XLR 32 DSub delivers proper quality through-and-

through. The PBR XLR 32 DSub is also built Black Lion-tough, 

with a reinforced steel chassis and black-anodized aluminum 

faceplates that make for a matched and sophisticated look.

PBR XLR 32 DSub 
The PBR XLR 32 DSub is a 32-point XLR/DB25 patchbay, 

suitable for the most robust routing imaginable in two rack 

spaces. The 32 front-mounted XLR connections (16 in, 16 out) 

are gold-plated for maximum conductivity and signal clarity; 

all output jacks feature locking connectors. The four rear-

mounted DB25 connections are ideal for connecting to your 

mixer or interface, and are securely mounted to an internal 

steel backplate to prevent wear from frequent reconnections.

With the PBR XLR 32 DSub, you’ll easily interconnect your 

preamps and other outboard hardware via its audiophile-

grade, secure connections. You’ll be able to reconfigure your 

entire studio’s routing at a moment’s notice — all while cutting 

down on cable clutter!
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